**Scientific Achievement**
Discovered new class of $\text{Mg}_x\text{TM}_{1-x}\text{N}$ ($\text{TM} = \text{Ti, Zr, Hf, Nb}$) nitrides that bridges properties and structures found in common nitride materials families.

**Significance and Impact**
Although these materials have rocksalt-derived crystal structures, they exhibit semiconducting band structures, large dielectric constants, and high tolerance to structural defects. Their structural and chemical compatibility with both nitride semiconductors and nitride superconductors make them uniquely poised for epitaxial integration into novel all-nitride devices.

**Research Details**
Study uses computational stability screening, state-of-the-art structure and properties determination, and high-throughput thin-film synthesis and characterization approaches to theoretically identify and experimentally realize these new materials.
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